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The Show Must Go On …

Yvonne Arnaud Theatre, UK.  
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Understanding the audience

This Covid-19 Pandemic crisis has reminded us that 

we cannot talk about culture without talking about 

the audience

Sofia Opera and Ballet, Bulgaria



Beyond the guessing game

Hull Freedom Festival, UK 2019



Audience Research – knowing instead of guessing



Who are we and what are we doing here?



Asset Project

Research into theatre audiences in Helsinki, Prague, Sofia, Vienna and Zagreb

20 theatres (4 theatres in each of 5 cities)

Training and workshops

Questionnaire based research

Audience development activity linked to European Theatre Night

Develop understanding of audiences in those cities

Segmentation

Evaluation and dissemination of outcomes



Survey methodology

../Asset/Questionnaire - Austria - WERK X - German.pdf


Decision-making (average)
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Decision-making (scored)
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Ticket price 3.0 2.5 3.6 3.1 2.4 3.2

The venue 3.5 2.9 4.0 3.6 3.2 3.6

Writer, director, author/ 

Choreographer, 

composer/Company

3.7 3.2 4.7 3.8 2.9 3.7

Cast/performer(s) 4.0 3.3 4.7 4.2 3.6 4.0

Theme or subject matter 4.2 4.0 4.5 4.2 4.0 4.2

Score: 1 = not at all important, 5 = very important



Beyond the ‘average’ audience member



Asset Segmentation

By looking at peoples’ responses to 
questions and combining these we can 
develop useful segments which the 
theatres can use in their work in a 
variety of ways – programming, 
communications, education etc.



Asset Segmentation

Segmentation can be based on various 
methodologies – it can be really simple or 
more complex

• In Asset it is based on attitudes to 
attending, frequency and range of 
artforms attended

• To this can be linked other secondary 
characteristics such as demographic 
background, geography etc.



Segment sizes by country
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That was then, this is now

Thinking about the different groupings is also 

important in thinking about them under 

lockdown and beyond

→ Different people have had different 

experiences of Covid-19

→ Different needs for culture

→ The digital has brought some people but not 

others

→ There are differing feelings about returning 

to a physical venue and prospects for the 

future

Image Credit: IG Kultur Austria



The audience under  lockdown



Ticketing Income of UK Venues – Audience Finder Ghost Light Report



The audience, culture and lockdown – some thoughts

Research shows how vital culture is to our lives

- According to the Covid-19 Monitor in the UK, 

57% of respondents said that taking part in 

organised cultural activities adds to their 

sense of wellbeing

- Many ‘new audiences’ engaging with digital 

content → ‘barriers’ to entry are reduced

- Variances between groups – eg. Younger 

people preferring ‘digital first’ content and 

older people preferring streamed versions 

(eg. of performances)Alice: A Virtual Themepark: Creation Theatre, Big Telly Theatre 

Company and Charisma AI, UK







Covid-19 Monitor

Obviously big changes – reductions usually – but 

not a complete absence

- Some activities increased!

- During the window of July-September some 

return to normal activities such as eating in a 

restaurant

- Holidays down in general but especially 

overseas



Covid-19 Monitor
arts activity



Digital engagement during lockdown





Online engagement varies by segment of the population



But … financial sustainability … ?









What’s next 



What’s next 



The need to be ready

‘Since the announcement of the vaccine, it's given our 

customer base, predominantly those over 65, increased 

confidence to book and have that summer getaway in 2021’ 

Jit Desai, National Express.

TUI, the UK's largest tour operator, says 50% of bookings on 

their website are currently by over-50s. (BBC)

Dawn and Ray - 75 and 78 years old - are from Hampshire 

and are due to have their first jab soon. They have just 

booked five UK holidays.

‘We are raring to go once we've got that vaccine, we are 

really looking forward to it - both of us. We are going to 

Wales, Leicestershire, to York where there is a mystery 

tour - and to the Cotswolds', Dawn said (BBC)



Covid-19 Cultural Participation Monitor

Ongoing Covid-19 Participation Monitor:

www.theaudienceagency.org/bouncing-forwards-

insights-hub/covid-19-cultural-participation-monitor

Covid-19 Participation Monitor Digital Results:

www.theaudienceagency.org/bouncing-forwards-

digital-audience-survey-findings

The Audience Agency’s newsletters:

www.theaudienceagency.org/newsletters



Measuring online participation – some thoughts



Measuring online participation – some thoughts

• What are you trying to do? What do you want to measure?

• Online performance or marketing communication?

• The problems of different measures on different platforms

• Break down feedback where you can – eg. not just big 
numbers – how long were they viewing the video? See 
Facebook Insight (right)

• Don’t neglect the use of qualitative feedback – comments, 
questions, discussions of audience members



And you can always ask people …



Thank you!

www.theaudienceagency.org

@audienceagents / @JonnyGoodacre

jonathan.goodacre@theaudienceagency.org


